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Computers have a number of uses in mathematics and mathematical physics. 
Two  which are relatively familiar are heuristic numerical exploration and 
determining properties of discrete objects  (e.g.,  testing  integers  for 
primal ity).  I  will  describe here an example  of a less  familiar use  of 
computers: the  strict  verification of estimates on  continuously  variable quant- 
ities  (real  numbers) for use  in  the  proof of qualitative statements in  analysis. 
This report  is  a case study rather than a general survey;  it  is  based on my 
experience working on a concrete problem, the  validity of  Feigenbaum's  renor- 
2  malization group analysis of the  accumulation of period-doubling  bifurcations. 
I  am  confident that the  strict  verification of estimates by computer will  have 
other  interesting applications, but  it  is  too early to tell  how much the  partic- 
ular methods described here will  be  useful  in other situations. 
An  argument using a computer to  prove a mathematical assertion can  be thought 
of as  divided into two  stages.  It  is  first necessary to  derive a sufficient 
condition for the  validity of the  assertion which can  be  verified by a finite 
computation; then to  carry  out  the  verification.  The  first,  analytic, stage 
is  standard mathematics, although computer exploration is  likely to  be used to 
help  choose a sufficient condition which is  actually true.  The  second, computa- 
tional, stage is  in  principle completely mechanical, but  in  practice consider- 
able  thought has  to go  into  structuring  the  computation so  as  to make it as 
comprehensible as  possible  and  hence to minimize  the  likelihood of error. 
The  concrete problem to  be discussed, motivated by  considerations  in the 
analysis of  infinite sequences of period-doubling  bifurcations,  l  is  as  follows: 
We  consider the  operator 
~f(x)  =  I  f  •  f  (f2(O)  x) 
f2(O) 
acting on an appropriate  domain in  the  space of mappings f  of [-l,l]  into  it- 
self which are even, decreasing on  [O,l]  (and hence have a maximum at  0),  and 
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which  map  0  to  I.  We  want  to  show that: 
I.  The  operator T  has  a  fixed  point  g,  analytic  on  a  neighborhood of  [-I,I], 
given  approximately by 
g(x)  ~  1  -  1.5x  2  +  .I  x  4 
2.  The  spectrum  of  the  linearization  DT(g)  of  the  operator  T  at  the  fixed 
point  g  is  strictly  inside  the  unit  disk  except  for  a  single  simple 
positive  eigenvalue larger  than  one. 
To  prove  the  existence  of  the  fixed  point  we  use  a  simplified  version  of  New- 
ton's  n~thod.  Newton's  method  for  solving 
T(g)-g  =  0 
gives  the  iteration 
gn+l  :  gn  "  (DT(gn)  -  I)'I  (T(gn)  -  gn ) 
We  use  instead  an  iteration  of  the  form 
gn+l  =  gn  -  (F  -  I) -I  (T(g n)  -  gn )  ~  ~(gn )  (I) 
where  F is  an  operator  (to  be  chosen)  approximating  DT(f)  reasonably well  for 
f  near  g.  It  is  easy  to  derive  a  sufficient  condition  for  the  convergence of 
the  sequence  (gn)  obtained  from  (I)  with  a  given  go  as  follows:  In  order  that 
be  contractive  on  a  ball  of  radius  p about  go'  it  suffices  that 
lID~(f)ll  =  ll(r-1)-I (DT(f)-r)  II<< <  1  for II f-go Jl  <_ ~  (2) 
and  in  order  that  ~ map  this  ball  into  itself  it  suffices  that 
II(r  -  ~)-l  (T(go)  _  go)lj  <_p(l  -  <)  (3) 
Thus,  to  prove  the  existence  of  a  fixed  point  g,  all  we  have  to  do  is  to  find 
go'  r,  p,  <  so  that  (2)  and  (3)  hold.  If,  furthermore,  (3)  is  sharpened to: 
If( F-  e iO  ~)'I  (DT(f)  -  T)  ]I <  <  (4) 
for  all  f  with  llf  -  gol  j  <__p and  all  real  e,  and  if  r  has  spectrum  inside  the 
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be  true  for  DT(g).  We  will  from  now on  discuss  only the  proof of  (2)  and  (3); 
(4)  is  proved  in  much the  same way. 
Next  we  have  to  choose a  Banach space of  functionsfin which  the  inequalities 
(2)  and  (3)  are  to  be  proved.  We  will  work  with  functions  f  analytic  in 
{x:  I x2  -  1  I<  2.5) 
(Many other  choices  of  domain of  analyticity would  also  work.) 
norm we  will  use,  we  first  write  the  general  mapping f  as 
f(x)  = l  + x2h(x2). 
To  define the 
This  form  builds  in  the  assumed evenness  of  f  and  the  constraint  f(O)  = I; 
working  with  h  instead of  f  is  simply a  convenient change of  coordinates  in 
the  space of  mappings.  We  next expand 
.  ,z-I ,n 
h(z)  =  ~  nn£2-~)  ; 
n=O 
define  a  norm by 
tlhll  =  ~  Ihn I  ; 
n=O 
and work  in  the  space of h's  for which  this  norm is  finite.  (Finiteness of 
this  norm says  a  little  more than  that h  is  analytic on  the  interior of ~= 
{ z:  I z-ll  ~  2.5}  and  continues  on  the  boundary and  a little  less  than  that  it 
is  analytic on  a  neighborhood  of ~.)  The  reason  for  choosing  this  norm,  in- 
stead of  the  more obvious  supremum  norm,  is  that  it  is  well  adapted to making 
accurate estimates of  norms of  linear operators:  If  T  is  a  linear operator on 
the  space of  h's  equipped  with  the  above norm, then 
lIT  II  :  sup  ItTen.l:l  , 
n>_O 
/z-I ~n  where the  e  n are  the  "natural  basis  vectors"  ~,  . 
Now comes a  piece of good fortune:  It  turns  out  that we  can  use  a very 
simple approximate derivative r,  namely: 
?e  o  =  4.669 e  o 
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We  take an  explicit approximate fixed point  go  obtained as  the  result of solving 
he  fixed-point problem numerically with  good accuracy and we  choose an  explicit 
p(~.Ol)  and m(~.9).  Once these choices are made the  inequalities (2)  and  (3) 
which will  imply the  existence  of the  fixed point  are  completely explicit. 
Before describing  how  to  organize the  verification of  these inequalities, we 
need to  compute the  operator  DT(f).  Heuristically, this  is  done by  replacing 
f  by  f  +  ~f  in  the  formula 
l  Tf(x)  = f~-  f  • f  (f(1)  • x) 
and  extracting the  terms linear in  ~f.  This  produces a sum  of  four  terms,  one 
for  each place f  appears in  the  expression for Tf.  These expressions must then 
be  rewritten in  terms of h and  6h  (related to  f,  6f by 
f(x)  :  l  + x2h(x2);  ~f(x)  :  x2~h(x  2)  ) 
To  show what the  final  expressions look  like, we  write one  of the  four  terms: 
(DT(2) (h)ej) (z)  x  x2  X2  -  2.5  (I  +  zh(z))  2  (2  +  zh(X2z)) 
j-i 
x  h(X2z)  /'~2  z h(X2z)] 
2.5 
X-  h(1)  + 1 
(This  holds for  j  Ll;  for  j  = O,  the  left-hand side  vanishes.)  To  verify (2), 
we  estimate  the  location  in  function  space of the  right-hand  side  of  (5)  in 
tersm of  information  about the  location of h (and similarly for  the  other  three 
terms in  the  expression for  DT(h)). 
These estimates are  completely straightforward in  principle; in  practice, 
they  quickly become unreasonably complicated if not  structured  carefully.  To 
structure  the  computation we  use  the  notion  of rectangle  in  function  space. 
By this we  mean a set  R,  in  the  Banach space of h's,  of the  form 
{h  =  ~.  hj fz-l~j  ho~U  o,  <  J~nlhjl  < ~}  j=O  '~'  :  ~°~  ....  Zn-l ~ h  n-l- un-l '  "=  - 
determined by  2n+l numbers 
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It  is  straightforward  and  reasonably simple  to work out  how  to  do  elementary 
operations  on  these  rectangles.  For  example:  Given  two  rectangles  R  1  and  R  2, 
one  constructs  a  rectangle  R  3  ("  = R  1  x  R2")  such  that,  whenever h  IE  R 1 
and  h  2~  R  2,  h  I  h  2 ~  R  3  .  Similarly  for  such  other  operations  as  addition, 
scalar  multiplication,  and  composition. 
In  terms  of  these  elementary operations,  it  is  also  not  too  difficult  to 
give  a  prescription  for  finding,  given  a  rectangle R  °  and  an  integer  j,  another 
rectangle  guaranteed to  contain  DT(h)ej  for  any  h  ~ R  o.  From this  rectangle, 
it  is  easy  to  obtain  a  bound  on 
ll(r-  |)-l(DT(h)  -  r)  ej  II 
which  holds  for  all  h ~  R  o.  Now  recall  that,  to  prove  (2),  we  have only  to 
show that 
ll(r  -  |)-I(DT(h)-Y)  ej  II  ~  ~  for  all  j. 
The  above permits  us  to  check this  inequality for any given j.  There  are,  how- 
ever,  infinitely many j's  to  be  considered,  so  we  are not yet reduced to  a 
finite computation.  Fortunately, only finitely many j's  require estimates of 
the  above  detailed kind.  To  see why, consider the  sample'term written  in  (5) 
above, and  note that  it has  the  form 
(DT(2)(h)ej)(z)  :  u(z)  •  (v(z)) j-I 
with  u(z),  v(z)  independent  of j.  Since 
II u  "  vJ-lll  <~  II u II  11v Tr j-l 
we  can  deal with all  large j's  simply by establishing a bound of the  form 
11  v II <~ ~  <  1  for II h  -  holl  <_ p 
Similar analyses can  be done for  the  other three  terms in  the  expression for 
DT(h). 
There remains one more complication.  Although  it  is  possible  to  program 
a computer to do exact arithmetic (on  rational  numbers), this  is  usually 
impractical  and  arithmetic is  instead  normally done to  some fixed finite  pre- 
cision.  It  is  therefore necessary to  control  the  effect of round-off error 470  O.E. LANFORD III 
if  one  is  to  make  a  strict  verification  of  (2)  and  (3).  There  is  a  standard 
technique for  the  automatic  estimation  of  round-off  error,  known as  interval 
arithmetic.  The  idea  of  interval  arithmetic  is  to  represent  numbers "with 
error  bars"  by  specifying,  instead  of  a  single  finite-precision  approximation 
for  a  given  number,  the  exact  end-points  of  an  interval  guaranteed  to  contain 
the  number in  question.  One  can  then  construct  computer  procedures  for  "doing 
arithmetic  operations  on  intervals."  For  example:  Given  two  intervals  [ll,U I] 
and  [12,  u2],  with  1  I,  u  I,  Z  2,  u  2  all  d-digit  numbers,  one  finds  another  inter- 
val  [/3,  u3],  with  13,  u  3  again  d-digit  numbers,  guaranteed  to  contain  all 
products  x I  •  x 2 with  XlC [1  I,  Ul]  and  x 2 ~[l 2,  u2].  (To  be  entirely  explicit: 
The  best  possible  lower  boundl 3  can  be  obtained  by  forming  the  four  exact  pro- 
ducts  11  •  12,  11  •  u  2,  u  I  •  12,  u  I  •  u  2,  each of  which  has  no  more than  2d 
digits;  picking  the  smallest  of  them;  and  rounding  down to  the  next  smaller 
n-digit  number.  It  is  not  really  necessary,  however,  to  find  the  best  possible 
£3'  and  usually  some shortcuts  are  taken,  giving  an 13  which  is  a  correct  lower 
bound but  not  necessarily  the best  possible  one.) 
We  have  now  described  all  the  elements  needed to  construct  a  computer  prog- 
ram  for  verifying  estimates  (2)  and  (3).  As  indicated,  this  program  can  be  or- 
ganized  into  a  number of  reasonably  simple  pieces.  At  the  lowest  level  is  a  set 
of  computer  procedures  (subroutines)  for  doing  the  fundamental  arithmetic  oper- 
ations  on  intervals.  Built  on  these  procedures  is  a  higher-level  set  of  pro- 
cedures  for  doing  elementary  operations  on  rectangles  in  function  space.  The 
program  for  verifying  (2)  and  (3)  is  constructed  essentially  by  translating 
formulas  like  (5)  into  a  sequence  of  invocations  of  these  latter  procedures. 
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